Power Window Kit
Window Closer & Window Controller

User Manual
Product Model:
GS
SJ

1. Parameters
Working voltage

DC 10V-16V

Static current

< 1mA

Working temperature

-40℃ - 85℃

Maximal output current

15A

Stall response time

0.1S

2. Functions
Model

Functions

SJ

1-6

GS

2 only

1. One Touch Up/Down
At ON status, hold Up or Down button within 0.4 second to trigger the function.
During the scrolling, another Up/Down action can trigger to stop.
Note: The function can only be realized for one window each time.
2. Auto Window-Up
At OFF status, lock the car to trigger the function (close automatically one by one).
Remote key Lock/Unlock can trigger to stop during up.
3. Remote Window-Down
Remote key Unlock-Unlock-Lock will trigger the function(fall automatically one
by one).
Remote key Lock/Unlock can trigger to stop during down.
4. Remote Gap
Remote key Unlock-Lock-Lock/UnLock-Lock-Unlock-Lock will trigger the
function.
The windows will gap one by one for 0.5 second (approx 3 cm).
3cm

5. Continue Window-Up
After Window-Up/Down stops or gaps, remote key Lock will trigger window-up
again.
Note: Partial vehicles need to remote unlock first, then remote lock.

6. Continue Window-Down or Gap
Before dropping to the end, the “Remote Window-Down” and “Remote Gap” can
be handled for multiple times.
*Note: All above series-operation must be finished within 5 seconds.
3. Stall Protection
The device adopts advanced current-detect technology. During windows rise up, it
automatically stops to avoid burning motor if meet block or reach top.
*Note: Frequent operations may trigger overload protection. If the power window
dose not work, please try again 5 minutes later.
4. Packing List
Main unit x1, Main cable x1, User manual x1
5. Safety Caution
The driver must follow the following instructions to avoid dangers and injuries.
1) To avoid pinching injury or other accident, please do not put hand, head or other
things over the window when leaving the vehicle.
2) To protect children from pinching injury or other accident by triggering the
window closer, please do not leave them alone inside the vehicle.
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